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Background: 

Housing is a universal necessity of life. Without it, participating in most of social, political, and economic                 

life is impossible. Yet, today, we see signs of a housing crisis all around us. Affordable public housing units are                    

scarce. The units that do exist are often in poor condition, and, as a result, over ten million existing public housing                     

units are demolished every year.[1] While rents are skyrocketing in large housing markets like New York or San                  

Francisco, there has also been a spike in the number of Americans in rural areas who spend over half of their                     

limited incomes on housing.[2] Incredibly, while wages have stagnated throughout the country, average housing              

prices have gone up by 188 percent over the past three decades, while the median rent has increased by more                    

than 60 percent since 1960.[3] It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that over half a million people are sleeping out on                    

the streets or in homeless shelters on any given night because they do not have the money to put a roof over their                       

heads.[4] The trends are similar in Virginia. The state minimum wage is $7.25 per hour, yet one would need to earn                     

an average of $23/hr to afford a two-bedroom apartment. We likewise have a shortage of rental homes affordable                  

and available to extremely low income households, whose incomes are at or below the poverty guideline or 30% of                   

their area median income.[5] In Northern Virginia, luxury housing makes up the bulk of new units and the                  

expansion of committed affordable units is curtailed by restrictive zoning, opposition to increased density, and/or               

an unwillingness to approve more multifamily rental development. Homeownership - the traditional route to              

middle class wealth building - is impossible for all but the highest of income earners.[6]  

The acuity and relative universality of the current crisis notwithstanding, it is important to underscore               

that, for certain demographics, housing has always been a crisis. Displacement from land and exclusion from                

housing ownership and access has been and continues to be a multi-generational, lived experience in many                

American communities. This is no accident. Even a cursory look at public policy decisions in the United States over                   

the past 200 years reveals that deeply entrenched racism - particularly with respect to African Americans - has                  

profoundly shaped and continues to shape our current system of land and home ownership, access, and                

valuation.[7] This ongoing injustice contributes to, among other things, the racial wealth gap, which further drives                

socioeconomic inequality along racial lines.[8] It has also enabled elite and corporate interests to obtain ownership                

of vital assets in the very communities that have suffered from a history of disinvestment, neglect, and public                  

abandonment—often in the name of renewal and revitalization.[9] The result has been the perpetuation of the                

wealth and ownership disparities that are seen across race and class.  

As such, housing policy must be (re)designed to forcefully confront a number of interrelated problems:               

commodification, racism, and climate change. We simply cannot rely on capitalist markets to produce and               

distribute what is fundamentally a human right.[10] Public housing must be revived and massively expanded - this                 

time thoroughly green and mixed-income.[11] Moreover, we cannot bridge the racial wealth gap and put a                

decisive end to de facto segregation without policies that specifically address decades (if not centuries) of                

institutional racism in housing markets.[12] In addition, housing policy must address issues of sustainability. Older               

housing and developments must be retrofitted for energy efficiency and be powered by renewable energy and                

battery storage. New housing and development must utilize sustainable construction methods, be structured             

around mass transit and non-car-based forms of transportation. Communities currently located in places             

susceptible to now unavoidable climate change-induced events must receive assistance in relocating.[13] Tenants             

must be given increased protections and organizing opportunities and rent must be controlled.[14] Lastly, housing               

policy must prioritize housing models and policies that promote democratic and community control of land and                

housing. We must foster the creation of and provide funding for community land trusts, limited-equity housing                

cooperatives, and resident-owned communities and provide right of first refusal to tenants and local governments               

to purchase multifamily units when a private owner wants to sell. [15] 

 

Therefore, be it 
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RESOLVED, that the 8th Congressional District Convention calls on the Virginia Delegation to United States               

Congress: US Senators Tim Kaine and Mark Warner, along with US Representatives Don Beyer, Gerry Connolly,                

Elaine Luria, Donald MacEachin, Bobby Scott, Abigail Spanberger, and Jennifer Wexton to pursue the following in                

Congress:  

 

● Pass the bills that make up the People’s Housing Platform, which address various aspects of the affordable                 

housing and homelessness crisis, such as strengthening tenants’ rights and tying highway funding to              

equitable development, improving and significantly expanding public housing and affordable apartments           

built with the national Housing Trust Fund (HTF) while preventing displacement, providing significantly             

increased funding for the HTF, strengthening public housing resident councils, providing new grants to              

create community land trusts and land banks in disinvested communities, combating homelessness by             

increasing funding for services, creating a monthly tax credit for renters and first-time homebuyers, and               

fighting real estate speculation[16]; and 

● Pass the “Green New Deal for Public Housing Act”, which would invest up to $180 billion over ten years in                    

sustainable retrofits that include all needed repairs, vastly improved health, safety and comfort, and              

eliminate carbon emissions in our federal public housing[17]; and 

RESOLVED that that the 8th Congressional District Convention calls on Governor Ralph Northam of the               

Commonwealth of Virginia and the elected Democratic representatives of the General Assembly of Virginia to               

pursue the following: 

● Enact legislation to impose a state-wide rent control regime that limits annual rent increase to a                
percentage derived in relation to the change in the Consumer Price Index and that authorizes localities in                 
VA to go farther [18]; and 

● Revive public housing by ending the current prohibition on local governments owning and operating              
rental property and committing funding for the construction of green, energy efficient, mixed-income             
social housing on public land along public transit corridors (based on the public housing programs in                
Austria, Finland, and Sweden)[19];  

● Enact legislation that provides renters, including mobile home/manufactured housing tenants, with the            
right of first refusal (ROFR) to band together to buy their building or mobile home park when the owner                   
wants to sell (modeled on Washington D.C.’s Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA)) and also               
provides ROFR to local governments (modeled on the District Opportunity to Purchase Act (DOPA)) [20];               
and 

● Enact legislation for a Virginia Tenant Bill of Rights that allows tenants the right to organize for safety and                   
security in their homes [21]; 

● Prioritize public grants, loans, and subsidies for tenant unions seeking to convert their building or park to                 
permanently affordable shared/limited-equity housing cooperatives [22]; and 

● Foster and encourage the creation of local and regional community land trusts by dedicating a percentage                
of the state housing trust fund’s resources for permanently affordable housing models like community              
land trusts and limited equity cooperatives[23]; and 

● Conduct a formal study on the history and consequences of housing discimination in Virginia and assess                
how to make reparations to demographics and communities that were disproportionately affected [24];  
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